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'AIltBASI Automatic Indexing Module 

' KeyWordTbl, lleyOomb. T l 

TYP DocKeT e Code ASIyNtpEGER 
Fre 

TYPE DocIndexType 
Ndx AS LONG 
Num AS INTEGER 
Tot AS LONG 
Pod AS STRlNO*6 

I 

l 

| 

I 

l 

I 

I 

| 

' INTEGER (Not 0 TYPE) 

' Invoked: aim configfile mochineit firstdoc lostdoc 
' Oreotes: DocKeys AH, Doclndex.AH, IDF. SlN,5tots#. Txt 
' Uses: DoeTxt, DooNdx, SingKeybStr, Comblleyl . Str, OombKeyZ. Str, ComblleyItv Str 

: Doclleys hold ALL of the Keywords and Counts for all documents 

q AS INTEGER 
DocNdx (x ). NDX points at the element in Doclleysll where the Keys for 

‘Document iix ore, .NUM is how many keys ore in the document, 
‘and. TOT is the total sum of all occurrences of keys 
'Idf. Sin holds the inverse document frequency i.e. it: does key is in 

'Stots it. Txt (it = mochine tt supplied on command line) 

hlMPASSZ. BAS . Invoked: oimposs2 OonfigFlle 

TYPE KeyNdx 
' Num AS INTEGER 

Oodell T0 63) AS INTEGER 

solton weight formula 
' TYPE WeightNdx 
‘ Weight (I T063)AS SlNOLE 
"SALTON WElGHT FORMULA 

ICI'BUTESI Key.Ndx, Weight.Ndx,\Aim\OommondS. Dot 
‘Uses! Diet. Wrd, Idf. Sin, DOCIlldEX.AtI, DoclleysAh 
‘nth Ree of Key. Ndx contains NumKeysinDocn followed by 63 codes 

:nth Rec of Weight. Ndx contains 63 Salton Weights computed with the following 
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AIM .BAS 

l 
AIMPASS2. BAS 

l 
KYINVERT. BAS 

I 

FREQCOMP. BAS 

l 
RELATIVE. BAS 

1 
REL‘ INV . BAS 

& 
POLYSEMY. HAS 

1 
00 M BOOST. BAS 

1 
NEWKEVY. BAS 

1 
CHANGEFL. BAS 
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AIMPASSZ. BAS . 
'Invoked: aimpassZ ConfigFile 
'Creales= Key. Ndx, Weighl. Ndx, \Aim\Command$. Dal 
‘Uses! Dicl. Wrd, Idf. Sin, DocIndex.Ah, Doclleys. Ah 
'nlh Rec of Key.Ndx con’rains NumKeysinDocn followed by 63 codes 
' TYPE KeyNdx 

Num AS INTEGER 
Codell T0 65) AS INTEGER 

:nlh Rec of Weight Ndx con’rains 63 Sallon Weights computed wilh The following 
sallon weigh’r formula 

'_ TYPE Weigh’rNdx 
Weigh’r (I To ems SINGLE 

:SALTON WEIGHT FORMULA 
L092 lFreqinDoc*l)* L092 ((To’rDocs‘Z) / DocsWi’rhWard+2*2*TolDocs) 

L092 (2 * TolalKWordsInDoc /l0) 

FIG. /05’ 

'KYINVERTBAS 
‘Invoked: kylnverl Config'File 
ICrea’res: kyinverl.Ndx,KyInverl. Do’r ' 
Uses: Key . Ndx,Weight Ndx & Dicl.Wrd for Numlleys - 
'nlh Rec of Kylnverl. Ndx com‘ains n’rh Code,-p’rr lnlo Kylnver’r. Dal R 
'NumDocsWi’rh Word 
' TYPE NdxType 
' Code A5 INTEGER 

Index AS LONG 
Num AS INTEGER 

'polnled To record of KylnverlDal con’rains firsl DacWilhWord & l000*WeighllnDoc 
‘ TYPE Recllalue 

Rec AS INTEGER 
Value AS INTEGER 

F I6. I06‘ 
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'FREQGOM P. BAS 
' Implements the Inverted Index access method along with the weighted values 
' to calculate the frequent companions for each of the words used in the 
' document collection. 
' Invoked=freqcomp ConfigFile 
' Creates= Freqcom p.l2T 
' Uses! Kylnvert. Ndx,l(yTnvert. Dot, Key. Ndx, Weight. Ndx 
' nth Rec of FreqComplZT contains nth code, Num of companions of this code & 
' l2? pairs of (code, l00*weight) 
' TYPE FreqcomplZT 
' Num AS INTEGER 

code AS INTEGER 
camp (I TO l2?) AS INTEGER 
Value (I TO I27) AS STRlNG *1 

F76‘. IOD 

'RELATlVE. BAS 
'""are there any FreqGomps for this keyword? 
'""we found the word in j's FGList 
'----look for the word itself in word j's FGList 
'"" apply formula of (Lower *G + Higherl/ 7 
'--"sort in decreasing order, by value 
'-—--save ?rst 63 as the relatives 

'lnvokedi relative GanfigFile 
'Greatesl Relative.63 
‘Uses: FreqGomp.l2T liDict. Wrd for Numkeys 
‘nth Rec of Relative.63 contains nth Code, Num of relatives of this code it 
'l2T pairs of (code, l00*weight) 
' TYPE FreqCom 63 
' Num AS lN EGER 

Code A5 INTEGER 
Comp (ITO 63) AS INTEGER 
Value(l T0 63) AS STRlNG*l 
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'REL- INV. BAS 
‘Invoked: rel-inv GonfigFile 
‘Creates = Rel-Inv. Ndx , Rel_ Inv. Dot 
'Uses= Relative.63 & Dict.Wrd for Numlieys 
‘nth Rec of Rel-Inv. Ndx,cantains nth code,ptr into Rel'Inv. Dat & NumRelsDfGode 
' TYPE NdxType 
' Code A8 INTEGER 
' Index AS LONG 
' Num AS INTEGER 
‘pointed to record of Rel-Inv.Dat contains code of the first FreqGomp list 
‘of nth code lithe nth code's value in that list 
' TYPE RecValue 
' Rec AS INTEGER 
' Value AS STING *i 

F /6‘. /OF 

' PDLYSEMY. BAS 
'Invokedi polysemy GonfigeFile 
‘Creates: PolySe my. Dot & PolyAvg Dot, PolySemy. Lst 
‘Uses: Relative. 63, Rel _ Inv. Ndx, Dict. Wrd 
‘nth Rec of PolySemy. Dot contains Poly Value of nth word calculated as follows 
‘POLY FORMULAI 
' Poly! = I Avg3l */Avg3! lAvgZD!) * Avg6! * (Avg6! lAvg [I63 DPS‘ (RelFreq/DocFreq)".4 
' TYPE PolyType 
' Code A5 INTEGER 
' Value AS SINGLE 
' Pas AS STRlNG *2 
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'COMBOOST. BAS 
'boosIs poly of combined keywords by mu’rIipIying by ihem L4 
‘Invoked: comboos’r GonfigFile 
'Greo’res= 
'Usesr PoIySemy. Do’r, DicISorI. God F 

'NEWKEYBAS 
‘Invoked: newkey GonfigFiIe 
'Greo’iesr NewKeyNdx, NewVoI. Ndx ~ 
'Uses= Key.Ndx, Weighi. Ndx, PoI’rSemy. Do’r, KyInvrIs. Ndx 
'NewVo I. Ndx con’roins new weigh’rs for Doc n sor’red by new weigh’r where 
' NewWeighI= (Weigh’r * Poly) " I25 
' TY PE WeigbIAvgNdx 

Weighi (I TO 63) AS SINGLE 
' MuII AS SINGLE 
'Muli is used Io vary The number of sen’rences inihe obs’rmc’r program 
'NewKey. Ndx con’roins ihe corresponding codes for-Doc n Le sor’red by 
' Their new weighis 
' TYPE KeyNdx 
' Num AS INTEGER 
' Code (I T0 63) AS INTEGER FIG /0 / 

'CHANGEFL. BAS 
‘Invoked chongefl Gonfig?le 
'GreniesI KyInvrIs. Ndx, ReI -Invs. Ndx 
' TYPE SmoIINdxType 
' Index AS LONG 

Num AS INTEGER 
‘Uses: KyInveri.Ndx, ReIInv.Ndx 
' TYPE NdxType 
' Code A8 INTEGER 
' Index AS LONG 

Num AS INTEGER 
'mnkes copies of KyInvertNdx & Rel-Inv. Ndx wIIhoui The code field 

F/G. IOJ 
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on I r LoarD%la= 
AddSenience= 
ReadTex’rr 
WordParser 
FindCambKeyI 
FirsiLaslI 
FindSingKeyr 

ShawEx pr: 
ShowQueryr 
SeleciMenu = 
O’rherWord'sI 
FindRelai ives: 
Bui ldCombTabler 

AddSwaps I 
ComboSum: 
Selec’rRela’rives= 
DeleleWordI 
InseriWardI 
AddSearchTerms: 

RankRecords= 
ShowDocI 
ShowAbslrr 
PriniAbs’rrr 
Shawlleywords= 
Show Hi si: 
ScralHis’rI 
ReWri’reHis’rI 

Pal up Menu For User 
'Inilializes Dala B Variables 
Open Files BLoad Some Files inio Memory 
Gel User Query B Conver’r Terms Found lo Codes 
Replace Punclualion etc. in Query 
Build Table of Query Words 
Ma’rch Query Table Agains’r Combined Term Vocabulary 
Use Index in Find Range lo Check in Vocabulary 
Malch Query Table Words Agains’r Single Word Vocabulary 
B Sirip Prefixes lo Find Slem 

Display Maiched Query Terms 
Display Qiery 
Gel User Menu Choice 
Find & Display Relaied Terms & Gel User Choices 
Relrieves Rela’rives for Given Word 
Build CombTable of Rela’rive Percenlages Modified by 
Relaiive Documenl Freq's For All Pairs of Query Terms 

Build Sorled (RankedlTable of Swap Terms 
Calculale Mul’riplier For Swap & Documen’r Values 
Gel User Choices of Swap Terms 
Delele Term From Query Table 
Add lhe Las’r Dele’red Term Back Inlo Query 
Display All Terms Beginning Wiih A User Eniered Siring 
of Le’riers & Ce’r User Choices 

Build Sor’red (Ranked) Tables of Documenls 
Gel User Choice Afler Ranking Documenls 
Cei Abs’rraci Texl From File 
Display Abs’rracl Texl 
Display Highes’r Wei h’r Terms in ihe Dacumcn’r Chosen 
Display Hisiogram bowing Relaiive Documen’r Values 
Scroll His’rrogram Horizon’rally 
Scroll His’rrogram Horizon’rally 

F/G. // 
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AbsIracI specs 

Sen’rence ENDS ALGORITHM: 

_ = space 

U = upper case IeIIer 
I = lower case IeIIer 
X = any characIer 
N = upper case noise word 
1* = number 
E = .or?or! 

II E_I_IU ENDS 
2) E_[_ I NOTENDS 
3) E_N ENDS 
4) _UE_U NOTENOS 
5) AE NOTENDS 

where A = zB,ggf,InkI,vgI, grands, ausschI, einschl, III, 
Bekl, Nr,Ger, BerGer, ff,subj,obj 

6) LEN<G NOTENOS 

SenIence RANKING ALGORITHM= 
WORD WEIGHT Formula= 

AbsIracIWordWeighIVaIue= Oocumen’rweigh’r * (Po IyVaIue " . I25) 
SENTENCE VALUE Formula: 

SenIVaI ‘.= sum over keywords In sen’rence of AbsIracIWordWeighIValue 
FinaISenIVaIueI = SenIVaII / SOR INumINordsinSenI) 

F /6‘. IZA 
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METHOD OF INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL 
OF ELECTRONICALLY-STORED 

DOCUMENTS 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 97/998,023, 
?led Dec. 29, 1992; Which is a continuation-in-part of US. 
application Ser. No. 07/456,558, ?led Dec. 26, 1989, both 
noW abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

This invention relates generally to document storage and 
retrieval systems and more particularly to a method of 
indexing documents so that they can be retrieved in response 
to a query in order of their relevance to the query. It also 
permits, general query to be easily modi?ed based on the 
content of the documents so that the neW query Will retrieve 
documents that are relevant to the original query. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Document retrieval based on indexing of the documents 

in a document data base is Well knoWn. Typically the 
documents are indexed by creating an index ?le Which 
records the documents that each Word is in. Then When the 
user inputs a query, the documents that contain one or more 

Words of the query can be quickly identi?ed. HoWever, if the 
query consists of general Words that are not terms of art, the 
query may produce unsatisfactory retrieval results by either 
producing feW documents that are of interest to the user or 
producing many documents that are not interesting to the 
user or both. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Aprincipal object of the present invention is to provide an 
improved method of indexing and retrieving documents 
Which: 

(A) alloWs a user to easily modify his query based on the 
content of the documents so that the neW query Will 
retrieve documents that are of interest to the user; 

(B) accurately ranks the documents in order of relevance 
to the query; and 

(C) alloWs the user to peruse the documents extremely 
quickly. 

Another object of the present invention is to use the Soft 
Boolean Connector concept to adjust the number of hits (i.e., 
the number of query Words that a document is credited With 
for ranking purposes) by giving less than a full hit to a Word 
that often co-occurs With other query Words. Another object 
of the present invention is to use the Soft Boolean Connector 
concept to adjust the number of hits (i.e. the number of query 
Words that a Word is credited With by virtue of its being 
related to those query Words) for a possible suggested Word 
by giving less than a full hit to a Word that often co-occurs 
With the other query Words. 

These objects, as Well as other objects Which Will become 
apparent from the discussion that folloWs, are achieved 
according to the present invention by the folloWing steps 
(note: in the folloWing the Words “term” and “keyword” 
stand for both a single Word and a phrase consisting of a 
group of Words, e.g., “patent application”): 
1. Indexing the documents by creating index ?les of Which 
documents contain each term, hoW many times the term 
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2 
appears in the document, and hoW many documents each 
term appears in. 
2. Assigning as many Weights to each term as there are 
documents that contain that term, Where the Weight of a term 
in a document depends on the number of times the term 
appears in the document, the number of documents that the 
term appears in, and the total number of terms in the 
document. 
3. Constructing for each term a ranked list of companions of 
said term Which list contains the terms (companions) that 
appear in the same documents as said term in order of the 
sum of the Weights of the companions over all documents 
that contain both the term and the companion. Associated 
With each companion is the companion percentage Which is 
the sum used to rank the companions. 
4. Using the companion lists to construct relative lists for 
each term Which relative lists usually contain only those 
companions Which also have said term as a companion. 
Associated With each relative is the relative percentage 
Which is a Weighted average of the companion’s percentage 
as a companion of the term and the term’s companion 
percentage as a companion of the companion. The relative 
percentages are used to rank the relatives. 
5. Assigning a “polysemantic” Weight to each term, Which 
polysemantic Weight depends on the number of documents 
that the term is in, the number of relatives that the term has, 
and the relative strength of the ?rst feW relatives to the other 
relatives. 
6. Presenting to the user, in response to a query, a list of 
“SWAPS” (Synthetic Word Association Pattern Search) 
terms that are the best relatives to the entire group of terms 
contained in the query and alloWing the user to add one or 
more of the presented terms to the query. 
7. Ranking the documents according to hoW many query 
terms are contained in the document, their polysemantic 
Weights and their Weights in the documents. 

The present invention facilitates the rapid searching of a 
document data base for documents that are of interest to the 
user. By using the suggested SWAPS terms the user can 
modify his query so as to retrieve those documents, if they 
exist in the data base, Which are of interest. Since the 
SWAPS terms that are presented are in many of the docu 
ments that the original query terms are in, adding them to the 
query is guaranteed to retrieve those documents and others 
containing the SWAPS terms. By using the SWAPS feature 
repeatedly the user can in effect roam around the data base 
Without actually retrieving and reading documents. Only 
after the query has been modi?ed to include all the inter 
esting SWAPS terms, does the user need to actually retrieve 
the documents. The user can start With a poor query and 
modify it using SWAPS so that it becomes a good query. The 
user need not Waste time formulating a good query that Will 
not retrieve any relevant documents because there happen to 
be no such documents in the data base. The SWAPS terms 
that are suggested Will alWays retrieve documents that 
contain them i.e. documents that are likely to be relevant. 
The ranking of the documents also facilitates rapid 

searching because the user can be con?dent that the highest 
ranked documents Will be the documents that are most 
relevant to the query and that all documents Which have any 
relevance Will be retrieved and ranked. 
The foregoing and other objects, features and advantages 

of the present invention Will become apparent from the 
folloWing, more particular description of the preferred 
embodiments of the invention, as illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a computer system embody 
ing the present invention; 
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FIG. 2 is a view of the display screen showing an entered 
query and the result of parsing it; 

FIG. 3 is a view of the display screen showing suggested 
SWAPS terms for the query of FIG. 2; 

FIG. 4 is a view of the display screen showing the 
modi?ed query; 

FIG. 5 is a view of the display screen showing suggested 
SWAPS terms for the modi?ed query of FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6 is a view of the display screen showing a second 
modi?cation of the query based on choosing SWAPS terms 
from FIG. 5; 

FIG. 7 is a view of the display screen as a result of ranking 
the documents for the query of FIG. 6; 

FIG. 8 is an operational ?ow diagram for indexing a set 
of documents; 

FIG. 9 is a procedure tree for the QSEARCH program 
used for searching an indexed set of documents using the 
SWAPS and RANKING features; 

FIGS. 10A to 10] are description of the program modules 
in FIG. 8; 

FIG. 11 is a description of the program modules in FIG. 
9; and 

FIGS. 12A to 12C are description of the ABSTRACT 
program module. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

This invention will now be described as embodied in a 
computer system of the type shown in FIG. 1. This embodi 
ment utiliZes the following computer hardware and soft 
ware: 

(1) IBM compatible personal computer with at least 4 MB 
of RAM, a large capacity hard drive, a display screen, 
and a keyboard. 

(2) MS-DOS compatible operating system and LIM 3.2 
compatible expanded memory manager. 

(3) A vocabulary ?le of terms (words and phrases) 
(4) A series of programs that index the documents by 

constructing various ?les that hold information about 
which terms are in which documents, which documents 
contain which terms, the weights of the terms, and 
which terms are relatives of other terms by virtue of 
occurring in the same documents and how strongly are 
they are related. 

(5) A user program that accepts a query, suggests modi 
?cations to the query, and ranks the documents based 
on the modi?ed query using the weights and relative 
strengths of the terms of the query. 

The Vocabulary ?le is structured as a list of headwords 
each with a short synonym list. All of the synonyms of a 
given headword are assigned the same code. 

The full list of indexing programs can be found in FIG. 
10. Here we will describe the most important of these 
programs: AIM, AIMPASS2, FREQCOMP, RELATIVE, 
and POLYSEMY. 

The ?rst indexing program is AIM.BAS: Automatic 
Indexing Module. It creates DocKeys, DocIndex, and IDF. 
DocKeys holds all of the Keywords and Keyword-Counts 
for all documents. IDF holds the document frequency, i.e., 
the number of documents a keyword appears in. 
As the words in the documents are checked against the 

vocabulary to see if they are keywords, the case (upper or 
lower) is possibly changed and they are stripped of pre?xes 
to see if the different case or stem is a keyword according to 
the following algorithms: (UC=upper-case and LC=lower 
case) 
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4 
IF UC word is at the beginning of a sentence AND we 

don’t have it in our vocabulary as a LC word THEN look for 
it the Vocabulary as an UC word 

IF UC word in middle of sentence AND we don’t have it 
UC THEN look for it if it doesn’t have a typical proper name 
ending 

In USER Program Only: IF word NOT found THEN ?nd 
both the stem AND ?nd the Good pre?x (In the following 
“?nd” means that the stem and/or pre?x is said to be in the 
document if the pre?x is of the right type and the stem has 
the indicated length and is a keyword.) 

IF GOOD pre?x THEN 
Find GOOD pre?x if stem>3 characters long 
IF word is found THEN ?nd if stem >8 characters long 
IF word is NOT found THEN ?nd if stem >5 characters 

long 
IF POOR pre?x THEN 
If word is found THEN DON’T ?nd stem 
If word is NOT found THEN ?nd if stem >5 characters 

long 
List of Poor Pre?xes: 

hi, co, de, en, ex, im, in, un, re, con, eco, dis, epi, mal, mid, 
mis, non, off, out, pre, pan, sub, uni, demi, down, fore, hemi, 
high, meta, over para, peri, post, self, semi, after, inter, quasi, 
trans, under 
List of Good Pre?xes: 

air, bio, sea, sky, top, aero, anti, auto, back, head, home, 
homo, hemo, mega, mini, mono, rear, poly, self, tele, viro, 
chemo, ferro, homeo, hyper, infra intra, macro, micro, multi, 
hydro, radio, super, supra, ultra, contra, hetero, thermo, 
techno, nucleo, counter, electro, magneto 
The next indexing program is AIMPASS2.BAS. It creates 

Key and Weight ?les. The nth Rec of Key.Ndx contains 
NumKeysinDoc(n) followed by up to 127 Key codes which 
have Weight greater than or equal to the Adaptive Threshold 
Value. The Adaptive Threshold Value is the average Weight 
value of the 80th Keyword in each document (0 if there are 
less than 80 Keywords in a document). The nth Rec of 
Weight. Ndx contains up to 127 (or as many Keywords are 
above the Adaptive Threshold Value) Document Weights 
computed with the following weight formula: 

Weight(Word) : 

TotDocs X 1.5 

TotDocs 

lOOO 

Log2 (FreqInDoc+ l) X Log2 
DocsWithWord+ 3 + 

TotalKeywordsInDoc 
Log2[2 + in) ] 

FREQCOMP.BAS implements the Inverted Index access 
method along with the weighted values to calculate the 
frequent companions for each of the words used in the 
document collection. 

For each word (“A”) in the controlled vocabulary 
dictionary, the WEIGHT (see above formula) values for 
each co-occurring word in the document (a co-occurring 
word to A is one that appears as a Keyword in the same 
document that A appears as a Keyword) are summed, along 
with the WEIGHT values for A in that document, respec 
tively in all documents in which they co-occur. The sum 
values for each co-occurring word are converted to a 
percentage, scaled to the sum value for A (i.e., percentage= 
sum for word’s WEIGHT values divided by the sum for A’s 
WEIGHT values). Note that the percentages for the 
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co-occurring Words can be higher than 100% if they are 
heavily Weighted in the same records in Which A appears. 
The co-occurring Words are then sorted in descending order 
(from highest percentage value to lowest) and the top 127 
are Written to a ?le (see beloW for structure). If there are 127 
co-occurring Words or feWer, then all of the co-occurring 
Words Will be Written in descending sorted order.. 

De?nitions: 
{ } = co-occurring 
Weight = WEIGHT value 

Example: 
Doc# 1 Doc# 2 Doc# 3 Doc# 4 Doc# 5 

A 0.5 A 1.5 A 2.0 A 0.7 A 0.8 
B 0.8 B 1.9 B 1.2 B 2.5 

A{ } B C D E 
B { } A C D E 

5.5 = sum of Weight of all A’s 
6.4 = sum of Weights of BS co-occurring With A 

Sample: 

A5.5{} B6.4/116%... 
B6.4{} A4.0/63% 

Resulting File: 

Main Word Co-Occurring Words . . . (sorted) 

A B 116% . . . 

B A 63% . . . 

After the frequent companions have been found RELA 
TIVE.BAS is run to de?ne the relatives of each Keyword 
(A) according to the folloWing algorithm: 

are there any FreqComps for A? If so, then for each 
FreqComp of A 
look for F in A’s FreqComp List and get its value 
look for the Word itself (A) in Word A’s FreqComp List 

and get its value 
a apply formula of (LoWer><6+Higher)/7, Where Lower 

is the loWer of the tWo values obtained in the above 
tWo steps and Higher is the higher of the tWo values. 

a sort in the resulting list of Words and values in decreas 
ing order, by value 

a save the ?rst 63 (or as many as are found) of this list as 
the relatives for keyWord A 

For each Word (called “A”) in the dictionary Which has 
Frequent Companions (not all do, because some Words in the 
dictionary are not used at all in a database), take each 
Frequent Companion of A (called “F”) and its Frequent 
Companion Percentage Value [FCPVal] in A’s Frequent 
Companion List [FCList](called “F-VAL”) and look for the 
FCPVal of A in F’s FCList (called “A-VAL”). NOTE: If A 
is not found in F’s FCList, then A-VAL is Zero The 
RELATIVE value for F is calculated by multiplying the 
smaller of F-VAL and A-VAL by 6, adding the larger of 
F-VAL and A-VAL, and then dividing that sum by 7. If both 
A and F are in each other’s FC lists, the resulting Relative 
value Will be added to both Words’ Relative lists. If F is in 
A’s FC List, but A is not in F’s then F-VAL Will be divided 
by seven and added only to A’s Relative list. 
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After all the RELATIVE values are calculated for each 

Frequent Companion in A’s FCList, they are sorted in 
descending order and the top 63 of these Words are Written 
to A’s Relative List. If there are feWer than 63 Relatives, 
then all of the Relatives Will be Written to A’s Relative List, 
in descending order of RELATIVE value. 

(based on above Frequency Companion File) 

Formula: 

(SmallerPercentValue X 6) + LargerPercentValue 

7 (12 if not mutual) 
Relative Value : 

Here the SmallerPercent Value is the smaller of the 
A-VAL and the F-VAL and the LargerPercent Value is the 
larger of the A-VAL and the F-VAL. 

Sample: 

,, ><6 +B ,, 70 : (Amy?) ) (116W) 

7 

Resulting File 

Main Word Relatives . . . (sorted) 

A B 70 . . . 

B A 70 . . . 

After the relatives have been found each of the keyWords 
is given a single polysemantic Weight that does not change 
from document to document by the program POLYSEMY 
.BAS Which uses the folloWing formula: 

Avg3 A Avg6 ] TotalRelVal 
+ V X X i 

Avg20 g6 Avg63 DocFreql-2 

Here Avgn is the average of the relative percentages of the 
?rst n relatives of the keyWord, TotRelVal is the sum of 
relative percentages over all relative lists that the keyWord is 
in, and DocFreq is the number of documents that the 
keyWord is in (having a WEIGHT above the adaptive 
threshold). 
Once the indexing programs have been run, the 

ABSTRACT program is run to create highlights of the full 
text that Will be presented to the user before or in place of 
the full text itself. First the documents are broken into 
sentences using a Sentence Ends Algorithm. Then the sen 
tences are assigned Weights (values) as a Whole and the top 
ranked sentences are chosen to be part of the highlight. 
Finally a SanitiZe algorithm is used to “X” out (eliminate) 
proper names from in the highlights. See FIG. 12 for speci?c 
details on the algorithms used in the ABSTRACT program. 

Once the indexing and optionally the ABSTRACT pro 
grams have been run, the QSEARCH program can be used 
to search for documents. This is done by entering a query in 
natural language. The user program Will parse the query to 
?nd all the keyWords it contains using algorithms similar to 
those in the AIM program. 

After the query is parsed the user is shoWn the keyWords 
that are contained in the query in order of their polysemantic 
Weight and is given the opportunity to add and delete Words 
in the query and to have the program suggest SWAPS terms 
based on the query. These SWAPS terms are generated by 
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generating for each keyword in the vocabulary a summed 
relpoly-percentage which is the sum, over all terms that are 
in the query, of the relpoly percentages of that keyword, 
where the relpoly percentage is the product of the relative 
percentage and the polysemantic weight. Then the summed 
RelPoly percentages are adjusted using a concept called Soft 
Boolean Connectors to come up with a ?nal SWAPS value 

for each keyword. The keywords are then ranked by SWAPS 
value and the highest ranked are presented to the user as 
suggested SWAPS terms to be added to the query. 

The Soft Boolean Connectors concept involves penaliZing 
pairs of terms that co-occur often (i.e., in many documents) 
when calculating the adjustment to be applied to the 
summed relpoly percentages. 

First, Multiply the last group of SWAPS words by 
Boost Factor (=2) 
Then add relative values of relatives of 
main word after each 15 multiplied by the 

PolyValue of the Word 
(The previous value will be called “Temp Value”) 
Create table for everyv pair combination of query words, e.g., 
for words A, B, & C, there are three pairs. 

AB 
AC 
BC 

For each pair of query words, (“A” & “B”), the Relative 
Value used in the formula below is B’s Relative Value in A’s 
Relative List, or, if B doesn’t appear in A’s Relative List, 
then the value is taken from A’s Relative Value in B’s 
Relative List (this is possible because the Relative Value 
between any two words is mutual), i.e., if B is found in A’s 
Relative list, take just that value. You don’t need to look at 
B’s list to ?nd A’s value there because, if it is there, it would 
have the same value as B has in A’s list. Only if B is not in 
A’s Relative list check for A in B’s list. Enter the Relative 
Penalty value resulting from the following formula into the 
table for each combination (pair): 

Relative Value >< 

\[avg doc freq of the respective combination ( e.g., A &B) 

\/avg doc freq of all words in the database 

42 

Example: 
if Relative values are 

AB = 70 

AC = 75 

BC = 65 

and A appears in 5 documents and B appears in 4 and 
the avg. doc freq is 4, then using the 

following formula for AB 

75 

42 

the table value for AB is 1.77 
(look below for maximum, making this 1.0 instead) 
for a hit of 3 words — 3 relatives of main word or 

3 words in a document 
A B C 

Adjust Value = 259: gr hits 4 sum gr penalties) 

Note: The “# of hits” value is: 
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8 
-continued 

n {V Poly Value of word 4 4 4 
— where n is 3 in this example 

ii/Avg Poly Value 

Word/Document Value = Temp Value x Adjust Value 

MAXIMUM PENALTY TABLE (SWAPS) 

query words Max. 

(for each pair) 

2 0.3 

3 1.0 

4 & up 0.9 

(for sum of pairs) 

2 0.3 

3 1.4 

4 1.8 

5 2.3 

6 & up 2.8 

After the user has modi?ed the query by choosing 
SWAPS terms, he can have the program suggest new 
SWAPS terms based on the new query. In this case the 

program boosts the relative percentages of the last chosen 
set of SWAPS terms before calculating summed relpoly 
percentages. This allows the user to navigate in the data base 
by modifying his query so that it will ?nd documents 
containing the SWAPS terms. 

For example, FIG. 2 shows the options the user will be 
presented with after entering the query “when can a contract 
be enforced”. If the user chooses the menu option “Related 
Terms” he will be shown a list of SWAPS terms as shown 
in FIG. 3. This ?rst set of SWAPS terms that are presented 
to the user includes the term “statutes”. The user may choose 
one or more of these suggested SWAPS terms to add to the 
query. In FIG. 4 we see that the user has chosen to add the 
term “statutes” to the query. At this point the user can again 
ask the system to suggest SWAPS words. This time the 
previously added SWAPS term “statutes” will be given extra 
weight in determining which new terms are suggested to the 
user. In FIG. 5 we see the resulting suggested SWAPS terms 
generated from the four query terms “agreement”, “stat 
utes”, “enforcement”, and “can”, with “statutes” given more 
weight than the other three terms. Notice that the SWAPS 
words are ranked somewhat differently than in FIG. 3 and in 
particular a new SWAPS term “statute of limitations” is 
suggested. By adding the term “statutes” to the query and 
then asking again for suggested SWAPS terms the user has 
“moved” the query to “an area of the database” that contains 
documents dealing with “statute of limitations”, which is a 
term of art that makes the original query more focused and 
is likely to ?nd documents that are relevant to the intent of 
the original query. Here the fact that both terms “statutes” 
and “statute of limitations” contain the same word is fortu 
itous. It is the meaning of the term “statutes” which makes 
it a close relative of “statute of limitations” by virtue of the 
fact that these two terms co-occur in many of the same 
documents. 


























































































































































































































































































